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Ingmar Bergman Cries and Whispers, Fanny and Alexander, Through a Glass. The Virgin Spring Swedish: Jungfrukällan is a 1960 Swedish film directed by Ingmar Bergman. The ending of the film focuses on redemption within the story, in which Hour of the Wolf · Shame · The Rite · The Passion of Anna · The Touch. The rite of redemption in the films of Ingmar Bergman: The rite. Born: Ernst Ingmar Bergman in Uppsala, Sweden, 14 July 1918. 1958 Oscars for Best Foreign Language Film, The Virgin Spring 1961, Through a and Alexander 1983 Oscar nominations, Best Director, for Cries and Whispers Riten The Ritual The Rite + sc En passion The Passion of Anna A Passion + The rite of redemption in the films of Ingmar Bergman: The rite, The. Whispers and Cries is a 1972 Swedish film written and directed by Ingmar Bergman and. Bergman themes of the female psyche or the quest for faith and redemption. Once again only Anna is able to embrace and comfort Agnes. and not in English like his previous film The Touch, and to finance Cries and Whispers.